Accessing selected Library content using Google Scholar

We have registered our electronic collections with Google, so you can now search Google Scholar and link directly to the electronic journals and books we subscribe to on behalf of the University.

To see and use our links in Google Scholar, Cranfield University must be specified as your ‘Google Scholar Library Link’. This should happen automatically if you are accessing Google Scholar from one of our campuses. If you are off campus you will need to set this manually:

- From the Google Scholar homepage, click on ‘Settings’ in the top menu and then, on the following page, select ‘Library Links’ in the left hand menu
- Enter ‘Cranfield’ in the Library Links search box
- Check the following options:
  - Cranfield University - Full-text@Cranfield Uni
  - CRANFIELD UNIVERSITY – ProQuest Fulltext
- Save your preferences

Once you have completed a search in Google Scholar you will notice the following links have been added to selected items in your results:

**Full-text@Cranfield Uni** – this will take you to the full text document via the ‘Full Text Finder’ window. [Note: if you are off campus you will need to log in to the full text using the relevant username/password for the resource]

**Links@Cranfield Uni** – this will take you to the Full Text Finder window. Although the full text is not available electronically, you can use Library Search to see if we have the item in print.

You will also be able to see the bibliographic details and abstracts of any content held within databases that we do not subscribe to, so it could give you some useful leads to follow up using our document supply service.
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